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 ART COMMISSION 
 
Minutes of the meeting Wednesday, April 25, 2018 
Beginning at 2:00 p.m. 
 
PRESENT OF THE COMMISSION: Indovina, Goulatia (arrived shortly after roll 

call), Heidemann, Luckett, Moss, Ricks 
(arrived during the second presentation), 
Gastil (arrived shortly after roll call) 

 
PRESENT OF THE STAFF:    Guerra, Cavalline 
             
   
                                   AGENDA ITEMS COVERED IN THESE MINUTES 

ITEM PAGE 
1. Dee Briggs Sculpture – Pittsburgh Cultural Trust 1-2 
2. Mount Washington Banners – Mount Washington Community 

Development Corporation 
2-3 

3. Lawrenceville Veterans Banners – VFW Auxiliary Post 214 4-7 
4. Spark Standards – Dept of Mobility and Infrastructure 7-8 
5. Allentown Spark  – Onion Maiden 8-10 
6. Bae Bae’s Kitchen Spark  – Bae Bae’s Kitchen 10-11 
7. Telecommunications Standards – CNX 11-14 

 
A.  Approval of Meeting Minutes 
Roll call. Moss asks for Commissioners to review and comment on the minutes. Heidemann 
motioned to approve the minutes, seconded by Luckett. Motion carried. 
 
B.  Correspondence 
Guerra stated that she has comments from Director Gable and Commissioner Baskinger 
regarding projects up for review, and she will provide those comments after their respective 
presentations. 
 
C. Items for Review  

 
1. Dee Briggs Sculpture – Pittsburgh Cultural Trust 

(Conceptual/Final) 
Sarah Aziz, Pittsburgh Cultural Trust 

Dee Briggs, Artist 

 
Aziz, Director of the Three Rivers Arts Festival, decribes the sculpture, called “Six Plates for 
Annabelle and Maggie”, previously displayed in New York City. The request is for the sculpture 
to be installed on the Gateway T Triangle downtown, for a duration of one year, until next May. 
She shows images of the sculpture, scale renderings, and digitally rendered images of the 
sculpture in the proposed location. 
 
Guerra clarifies that in the past, the Three Rivers Arts Festival has had only short term 
installations, and Guerra has spoken to the Law Department about the agreement for one year. 
 
Moss asks how it is to be mounted. 
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Briggs explains that it sits on four “feet” and the weight is perfectly balanced. The feet go into six 
inch holes. It has been engineered to not need to be set into a concrete base. 
 
Moss asks if people will be able to climb on it, or if steps will be taken to keep people off. 
 
Briggs says that people can be discouraged to climb on it, but it will not hurt or move the sculpture.  
 
Moss notes that it’s a beautiful piece, and asks about the metal edges. 
 
Briggs notes that the edges are eased and the piece is sandblasted, so the edges are not sharp. 
 
Guerra says that liability insurance will be requested from the city.  
 
Luckett notes that the pictures show it as two separate pieces, and asks why the will be shown 
as one piece. 
 
Briggs says that she made these larger items in separate pieces due to their weight and 
transportation concerns, and that various iterations and editions have utilized varying numbers of 
separate sections. 
 
Guerra says that she has comments from Director Gable that he has worked many times in the 
past with TRAF and he has no concerns and supports this project. 
 
MOTION:  Final Approval  
 
MOVED BY        Moss                    
SECONDED BY    Heidemann  
IN FAVOR      All  
OPPOSED     None  
         
CARRIED 
 
 
 

2. Mount Washington Banners – Mount Washington Community Development 
Corporation 
(Conceptual/Final) 
Gordon Davidson, MWCDC  

Greg Panza, MWCDC 

 
Panza describes recent maintenance and improvements on Mount Washington and that the 
banners that were in place are past their life expectancy. The new banners, flags, and directory 
will welcome tourists from all over the world. Panza shows where the signage and directory would 
be located on Grandview Ave and Shiloh St.  
 
Panza shows the new designs as well as the newly created mascot, “Viewy Lewis”. Community 
meetings were held and the designs and mascot were well received. The designs will include the 
mascot saying, “Welcome” in many different languages. The new banners are bright and stand 
out. The directory also needs to be updated with new information.  
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Heidemann asks about the timeline for updating the directory when there are new shops. 
 
Panza says that they have discussed using a magnetic system, covered with Plexiglass. In the 
past they had it reprinted with updates every few years.  
 
Luckett asks if the banners are two sided, and Panza says yes. 
 
Luckett asks if these will just replace the existing banner locations, or if any will be added or taken 
away. 
 
Panza says that many of the old banners have already come down due to their condition, but 
there will be about 30 banners and 15 smaller flags. 
 
Luckett says that sometimes having less banners can be more effective visually, as they have 
seen on past projects of this nature. She also asks how the languages were selected. 
 
Panza says that it was left up to the designers for example purposes, but that the best method 
may be to contact Visit Pittsburgh to find out the frequency of visitors and where they are coming 
from. 
 
Heidemann also notes that census data could be useful to get an indication of languages spoken 
by residents, and she and Luckett note that having the languages of both residents and visitors 
is important. 
 
Guerra asks for a recap of the presentation for Director Ricks, who entered during the questions, 
and Panza reiterates the information. 
 
Goulatia asks about the process for designing the mascot and banners. 
 
Panza says that the old banners were muted and the new banners were designed to stand out 
and with readability in mind, and that the design and mascot are meant to be bolder and appeal 
to families.  
 
Luckett asks if they have thought about utilizing Braille in the directory. 
 
Panza says they haven’t but that it’s a good idea and they would need to figure out a way. 
 
Luckett notes that there are ways to do so, and also that the design and presentation overall look 
great. 
 
MOTION:  Final Approval with the condition that the applicant consults Visit Pittsburgh 
when selecting the languages used, and that they give consideration to incorporating a 
Braille element to the directory.  
 
MOVED BY        Heidemann                    
SECONDED BY    Luckett  
IN FAVOR      All  
OPPOSED     None  
         
CARRIED 
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3. Lawrenceville Veterans Banners – VFW Auxiliary Post 214 
(Conceptual/Final) 
Aggie Brose, VFW 

June Coyne-Givens, VFW 

Steve Stefanik, VFW 

Henry Horn-Pyatt, Mayor’s Office 

Deb Gross, Councilwoman, District 7 

 
Brose introduces and gives a history of the project. Horn-Pyatt is introduced and notes that he 
helped to guide the process. Gross is introduced and notes that Bethani Cameron from her office 
was also helpful in the process, and voices her support for the project and the VFW.  
 
Brose describes their process, which began in its initial phases in 2016, with support from Auxiliary 
Preseident June Coyne-Givens. They have received approval from Duquesne Light and have 78 
committed submissions for the banners. They will be all along Butler St, and each banner will 
have between one and five portraits of living or deceased military personnel. She shows the 
completed banners and hardware.  
 
Stefanik shows the map that was drawn showing all light poles along Butler St from 36th St to 47th 
St. He notes that the Memorial Day parade will be 113 years old this year. He describes the 
application to Duquesne Light and the approved insurance policy that has been issued for the 
project. He describes the hardware and says that the banners must come down after 90 days. 
 
Coyne-Givens describes her history working with veterans and her family’s connections to the US 
Armed Forces. She says each banner is paid for by the person submitting the pictures, with each 
one costing $143.00, including the hardware. The total amount for all the banners is $10,000, with 
the hardware costing over $5,000.00.  
 
Heidemann asks if some families asked for their images to be placed together. 
 
Brose says that it was a way for families to include several members without buying separate 
banners. Each image also notes what war they were in and the years. 
 
Heidemann states that they may be hard to see from a car, and Brose says that they will be over 
the sidewalk. 
 
Indovina asks if these will be put up for Memorial Day and taken down after the 4th of July, and 
Brose says that no, they will be up for 90 days, then stored at the VFW until the following year, 
and they are guaranteed for three years. 
 
Coyne-Givens says that all of the servicemen will also be listed in the program for the parade. 
Brose states that applicants were initially given the option to request a specific location for their 
banner, but this was unfeasible. Applicants were engaged in making this happen, including voting 
for the colors of the banner.  
 
Goulatia states that the images and text are hard to see when light is coming through them.  
 
Luckett asks if the prototypes were tested onsite. 
 
Brose says they haven’t ever done this before and that they have 78 banners ready to be hung. 
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Ricks appreciates that the banners are woven and thinks that visually they should be fine. 
 
Luckett notes that it is their first time doing this, but that a graphic designer that is more familiar 
with banners could be beneficial to the design. She states that the project itself is fantastic. She 
asks for clarification that the VFW had a call for people to submit their loved ones in the military, 
and whether they had to reside in Lawrenceville. Brose says it is for active military or deceased, 
and they had to reside in Pittsburgh when in the service. Some are from Bloomfield or Garfield. 
 
Luckett asks how many service people are on the banners. 
 
Brose states there are 78 banners, but they haven’t counted the number of individual servicemen. 
 
Luckett states that it would be good to know that, and asks if they consulted any historians to 
attain a more inclusive group of people representing servicepeople from the City, including those 
of different gender identities. 
 
Coyne-Givens says that they have had six meetings in all and a lot of stories were shared at this 
time. They may compile a list compiling the history of each name. 
 
Luckett clarifies her question, in that it seems they have missed an opportunity to see a more 
broad representation of military people in Pittsburgh. What is represented on the banners shown 
today is very homogenous.  
 
Coyne-Givens states that Dave (of Lawrenceville United) they have faces of all colors, and they 
didn’t think to bring them. They have other nationalities –  
 
Luckett states that nationalities would not be the case, as they are all American. 
 
Coyne-Givens says that they have African-Americans, and they have some of Chinese ancestry 
–  
 
Brose says that they identify this as a pilot project phase one, and will consider things as lessons 
learned, because there has been interest in doing this in other parts of the city. 
 
Gross agrees that others are interested, and that the story sharing is an important aspect of the 
project. She would like to continue to gather stories from other neighborhoods. 
 
Heidemann says that they might consider some sort of scholarship program, as it’s a program 
that requires payment, and Brose notes that applicants who couldn’t afford a banner were given 
financial assistance. 
 
Luckett notes that it is a big concern in this City that when people come together to celebrate 
America, it tends to be very homogenous in terms of who it represents. Looking at it through this 
myopic lens is very unhealthy for the City. 
 
Brose says that Dave mentioned this very early on, and Luckett notes that more than one person 
should have raised this question. 
 
Gross notes that it is a place-based project, and the call went out locally from Lawrenceville. As 
we do not have the facts in front of us, it may be more inclusive than we know today. She notes 
that she would pursue those facts. 
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Guerra advises the applicant not to print before gaining approval in the future, and Brose and 
Gross state that they apologize. Gross notes that Lawrenceville United is very conscious of 
reaching out to all identities, and regrets that they could not be present. 
 
Ricks asks if this project will come back on an annual basis if they are approved and want to 
reinstall again in future years, and Guerra says yes. 
 
Moss clarifies that this is in front of them as approval for a one-time installation. 
 
Ricks says she is impressed with the community effort. She states that as the number of people 
meeting their criteria grows, they may end up with more banners than locations. She asks how 
they will evolve their critera if they end up with more applicants than banner locations. 
 
Stefanik says that they could do two per pole, or go further up and down the street. Coyne-Givens 
agrees that for phase two they could extend it up or down Butler St, as it is currently only proposed 
for the parade route. 
 
Goulatia asks if there is any way to see the diversity that exists on the banners. Coyne-Givens 
notes that she does not have all of the banners with them today. 
 
Guerra notes the comments from Director Gable that before approval, they should check with 
Grant Gittlen, the Community and Government Affairs Officer, as to whether there will be a 
citywide program or if this can happen in individual neighborhoods. 
 
Indovina notes that there are some lessons to be learned and that they could be better prepared 
the next time, with today’s comments incorporated. 
 
Luckett says that the legibility is a concern, but beyond that, putting this out there creates 
problems, as it is a shortsighted way of honoring servicepeople.  
 
Ricks says that there is something to be considered as to public ownership of the infrastructure 
and how many individuals participated in this project, and how members of this community would 
like to use the public infrastructure. 
 
Moss commends the group for putting this together and shares the concerns, but believes it can 
be used as a learning device as it is relatively short-term. Indovina agrees that it is short-term and 
that the applicant would hopefully learn from the comments. 
 
Heidemann states that if future participation continues, people may have to be turned away, and 
that there should be an immediate process for full transparency on how people can be involved 
in this project if they desire. 
 
Moss asks what the enforcement is for making sure they are taken down within 90 days and Ricks 
says that after that time the City could take them down. 
 
Guerra says that she can see the Law Department having a problem with this project, as it leaves 
it open for anyone to pursue a First amendment right to any other message. Ricks asks for 
clarification how this becomes a First amendment issue as opposed to any other banner. Guerra 
says that anytime you are allowing anyone to put information on City property, you are opening 
the First amendment.  
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Heidemann says that this project is not geographically isolated, and is open to the whole city. 
 
Gastil mentions that any approval that the Art Commission gives is subject to final review by the 
City in one way or another, and asks if they are proposing it be a condition. 
 
Guerra states that is what Director Gable suggests in his comments. Luckett notes that it isn’t 
really a condition, as it is necessary regardless. 
 
Gastil notes that the structure of the condition should necessitate review and approval by the Law 
Department, and Guerra confirms that both this and approval by the Community and Government 
Affairs Officer is what Gable commented. 
 
Ricks notes that a question for those departments is whether this is the kind of project they would 
like to have in various parts of the city, or if it should be confined to an area of the city that makes 
sense. Also the question of the First Amendement.  
 
Luckett states that beyond the inclusion concerns, she questions why the faces are necessary on 
the banners, when there are so many existing ways that military servicepeople can be 
acknowledged and honored. 
 
MOTION:   Final Approval with the conditions that 1) the Law Department and the 
Community and Government Affairs Officer both review and approve the project; and 
that 2) they are up for no longer than 90 days and the VFW promptly removes them at 
that time; and that 3) if these projects come before the Commission in subsequent years, 
that they have more complete information on what is included and that they change their 
process according to the comments given today.    
 
MOVED BY        Moss                    
SECONDED BY    Heidemann  
IN FAVOR      3  
OPPOSED     2  
  
 
        
CARRIED 
 

4. Spark Standards 
(Courtesy) 
Kristin Saunders, Department of Mobility and Infrastructure 

 
Saunders introduces herself and presents an overview of the guidelines in development for 
Sparks, which are temporary public areas in the right-of-way along or immediately adjeacent to a 
commercial corridor. They are created extending the sidewalk into the parking lane by replacing 
one to two parking spaces with extended sidewalk space. They are intended to generate more 
on-street pedestrian activity. The fully developed standards for a permanent program are 
expected to be completed in 2019. 
 
The model of replacing parking spaces has been used in previous years for day-long “Parking 
Day” events. This year begins the pilot program, which is less permanent than a sidewalk 
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extension. The Sparks consist of a fully accessible platform, level with the sidewalk. It usually 
includes seating and often some sort of greenery.  
 
The permanent program will learn from the pilot program and will address issues of how to install 
them on steeper slopes or on state streets. They also will address sources of funding and 
improved design standards, based on feedback from the pilot program. 
 
Moss asks about the temporary nature for the pilot program, and Saunders answers that it will be 
May to November, with storage of the Spark in the winter. Eventually in the final program, having 
it as a public space through the winter could be revisited. 
 
Moss asks about the typical materials. Saunders says most that she has seen have been a 
combination of steel and wood decking. 
 
Moss asks about the quantity and the proximity of the Sparks. Saunders says there is no intent 
currently for numbers. Ricks notes that it is about creating balanced public space, and that these 
provide places for interaction among many areas with narrow sidewalks, but they would be an 
exception rather than a rule. They are also never reserved for any entity, it is public space that 
anyone can use.  
 
Moss asks what happens if one is proposed in front of a space and a neighboring or nearby 
business does not want it. Saunders says that the pilot program required notification to the entire 
block and letters of support from the immediate neighbors. 
 
Indovina asks if the same Spark would be installed the following year, and Saunders says that 
they will have to come back to Art Commission, unless they can gain approval for an entire 
program in the future. 
 
Guerra says that Director Gables comments are that he has already voiced concerns for this type 
of project and he considers it a bad idea to put people into the right-of-way, and that there are 
other public spaces within walking distance that do not require putting the public in harm’s way. 
 
Saunders details some safety standards including pressure-treated beams for the railing.  
 
 
 

5. Allentown Spark – Onion Maiden 
(Conceptual/Final) 
Gordon Hall, Hilltop Alliance 

Elise Hoffman, Onion Maiden 

Kristin Saunders, DOMI 

 
Hoffman describes Onion Maiden, which is a vegan Asian-fusion heavy metal-themed restaurant.  
 
Luckett asks if these structures are an extension of the business, and Saunders anwers that it is 
not an extension of premise. Hall says thre is no table service and you cannot drink alcohol. Onion 
Maiden is a sponsor but the space is public. 
 
Hall describes the proposed Spark, which will be located in front of Onion Maiden on the 
neighborhood’s main business district, which has experienced a resurgence in the last few years. 
He goes over the measurements, the design, and all items surrounding the Spark on the right-of-
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way. The aesthetic will match the façade of Onion Maiden. Hall also goes over the intended 
schedule and budget. 
 
Goulatia asks what it means that it is two inches back from the sidewalk. Hall shows that there is 
a small space between the curb and the Spark, to account for drainage. Moss asks if this is 
sufficient for drainage. Hall says that they are working with engineers and they said there is very 
little runoff and that space should be sufficient. 
 
Ricks asks if the entire base will be boxed in on all sides. Hall says that the base where is touches 
the street is closed on all four sides. 
 
Saunders says that engineers will be going over all details, and that this is a requirement in the 
guidelines. 
 
Goulatia mentions the dangers of walking over the gap, and Hall states that it will be plated over, 
likely with metal as this is thinner and better for wheelchairs. 
 
Goulatia suggests charging stations on permanent fixtures. She also suggests the railing area not 
be called a “bar” as this might encourage people to drink there. Hall rewords his description as a 
“railing counter”. 
 
Goulatia asks what happens if a car bumps into the structure. Saunders points out the wheel 
stops as well as the 6’ x 6’ pressure-treated beam as safety measures to protect those inside the 
Spark. 
 
Moss states that he is surprised at the lack of seating, given their function. The design seems to 
be mostly standing space, and is U-shaped, which does not encourage flow. Saunders says that 
they have considered high stools for the railing. Examples in other cities vary in their inclusion of 
seating. Hall says that the design is modular and the basic elements can be moved around. 
 
Indovina notes that the materials are indicated as being cherry, which he finds unlikely, or cedar, 
which he does not recommend due to its softness. He also notes a sort of pocket created by the 
bench element which may slightly trap people. 
 
Moss asks if they have taken into account the existing bike rack, as it may restrict access. Hall 
says that they have taken it into consideration, and the exact location of the Spark will be 
determined by the engineers according to what is most ADA accessible. 
 
Luckett asks if it is being engineered on grade, as she has seen examples where they are 
unsteady. Hall says that it will be to a certain extent, but their grade is under 5% slope. The ADA 
entrance has to be under 2% slope, and the engineers are addressing it. 
 
Goulatia says it might be nice for the bench to have a back rest. Hall says they considered a back 
but it might make the space too closed.  
 
Ricks asks Hall to talk about the management plan. Hall states that Onion Maiden will be 
stewarding, and there is also a community maintenance team in Allentown that is paid by business 
owners to clean the 4-5 blocks of public area of the business district in Allentown. 
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Moss and Indovina put forward that what they have been presented with is a conceptual design, 
but they are asking for final approval. Luckett points out the danger of being hypocritical in the 
granting of final approvals.   
 
Indovina asks about the timeline for construction. Hall states that the construction takes place off-
site, and the installation needs to happen within a day. Pending AC approval, they hoped to 
fabricate in May and install on June 1. 
 
MOTION: Final Approval with the condition that 1) the applicant provide detail drawings 
for staff review prior to installation and that 2) they return to AC no later than November 
to provide feedback on the pilot program.  
 
MOVED BY        Moss                    
SECONDED BY    Goulatia  
IN FAVOR      All  
OPPOSED     None  
         
CARRIED 
 
 
 

6. Bae Bae’s Kitchen Spark – Bae Bae’s Kitchen 
(Conceptual/Final) 
Nina Chase, Merritt Chase 

Edward Lai, Bae Bae’s Kitchen 

Kristin Saunders, DOMI 

 
Chase and Lai introduce themselves and Chase gives background on the project. She describes 
the location and shows the site plan. The design has a greenhouse concept and is inspired by 
the interior of Bae Bae’s Kitchen. The design has green elements such as pollutant-neutralizing 
paint and a rainwater collection feature.  
 
Goulatia notes the hydrant in the site plan and asks where the Spark location would be, and Nina 
shows how far away it would be, which would be at least 15 feet. Moss asks if this is near to the 
bus bumpout, and Chase notes that it is directly to the left of the Spark. There would be no parking 
space between the bumpout and the Spark. 
 
Ricks explains that the bus bumpout was due to the bus patrons being of such a volume in this 
area that the sidewalk got very clogged. However, they are not using this bumpout the way it was 
intended, partly because it may feel dangerous or uncomfortable for patrons to stand in. This 
Spark may help it feel like a safer spot to wait for the bus.  
 
Luckett asks if there is any signage and Ricks says no. 
 
Luckett says her only concern is that the design is so much like Bae Bae’s Kitchen that it might 
seem that it is only for their customers, not the public. She notes that the design is beautiful and 
thoughtful.  
 
Luckett asks what the roof structure is made of and whether people will get hot sitting under it. 
Chase says that it is a clear plastic and is only in the center part of the structure to capture 
rainwater.  
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Goulatia asks why the roof would not be over the whole structure, and Chase says that this was 
thought of, and that the idea is for the Spark to be inviting, but not so much that it encourages 
people to stay for extended lengths of time. There has also been talk of putting this plastic on the 
backside to protect from splashing and discourage climbing. 
 
Heidemann agrees that it seems like an extension of the restaurant, and there may be an 
opportunity to brand it as a public space. Saunders says they are going to make signage. Chase 
adds that it can include an educational component. 
 
Moss compliments the quality of the design and the presentation. He says he has concerns about 
the movable furniture near this busy street, as well as with the hanging planters. These items 
could be dislodged or could end up in the street. Also, there could be a concern with the visual 
barrier to other properties. Chase states that it was presented with the Pittsburgh Downtown 
Partnership, and communicated to the whole block. They received letters of support from the 
immediate neighboring properties. Only one business had an opposition, and it was concerned 
with taking away parking spaces. Chase says that movable furniture was included so that Bae 
Bae’s could take it in at night so that it would not be a space for extended occupation through the 
night. She also notes that the planters could be fixed or could be taken in at night.  
 
Luckett notes that hanging planters can be an issue and have been at other spaces downtown. 
Chase states they are happy to experiment to see what works best. Ricks states that safety is the 
key issue. The height issue in particular should be addressed in the guidelines. 
 
Indovina commends the presentation, and notes that the elevations make it appear more 
enclosed than the renderings. Chase states they are working to make sure it does not feel 
enclosed.  
 
Indovina asks about the material, and Chase states that it is wood.  
 
Dave George (from audience) asks about an issues with putting a wheel stop near the fire hydrant. 
Saunders notes that everything will be outside of the required 15 feet. 
 
 
MOTION: Final Approval  
 
MOVED BY        Luckett                    
SECONDED BY    Goulatia  
IN FAVOR      All  
OPPOSED     None  
         
CARRIED 
 
 
 

7. Telecommunications Standards – CNX 
(Conceptual) 
Robert George, CNX 

 
Indovina clarifies that this project is listed for Final Review, but at this time it is to be considered 
only for Conceptual Review.  
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George introduces himself and CNX. CNX is employed by the City to create aesthetic standards 
for small scale cellular installations on City property and in the right-of-way. George gives a history 
of his research into existing cellular structures in the city and the course of the project in 
developing a draft of aesthetic standards.  
 
George describes the different pieces involved in the installations and existing City rules regarding 
their installation and aesthetics. 
 
Ricks mentions that the state standards for the width of poles are considered by the City to be too 
thick for city streets and the City intends to pursue narrower poles.  
 
George describes the standards as they have so far been developed. Commissioners have been 
given a hard copy of the guidelines. 
 
Moss clarifies the size of pole that these guidelines would allow to be mounted. George affirms 
but states that poles must match the size of adjacent poles. 
 
Moss questions the size of some equipment, and George speculates on elements of the images 
that may appear to be smaller or larger than in actuality. Moss says he would like to see some 
images of the maximum permitted by the guidelines. 
 
Moss comments on how very large some of the equipment is, and George notes that that is the 
necessary concession in order to hold all necessary elements but keep from having an 11 cubic 
foot box on the side of a pole.  
 
George states that next year there will be a significant deployment of 5G antennas, which will 
mean that each carrier will need to have at least eight 5G antennas per square mile in urban 
environments.  
 
Moss clarifies that multiple carriers can use one pole, and George confirms. Moss asks what 
restrictions are there as to who can use a given pole, or who makes the decisions. George says 
each pole has to hold at least two carriers, but they rarely hold more than two.  
 
Moss asks if the guidelines include the quantity of poles. George says no, but it does require that 
new poles are only placed in existing pole locations. 
 
Ricks asks how it relates to overhead utilities. George states that it depends on the company, but 
the guidelines are only for city poles. 
 
Indovina asks about the future of this technology, and George says that it is hard to say, but this 
is why an annual review is suggested, as sizes of equipment could very likely change. 
 
Ricks mentions the girth of the poles and asks what the guidance is for swapping out a new pole 
to an existing pole. George says that the City zoning code incorporates that, and it has to comply 
with ADA standards. Moss notes that zoning requires a 5 foot passage. Ricks states that the CNX 
guidelines would not diminish existing city requirements. 
 
Guerra notes that Commissioner Baskinger’s comments were sent to the other Commissioners 
and have been addressed by the applicant. 
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Moss says that it would be beneficial to see images showing the maximum permitted dimensions. 
 
Ricks asks if there is a bolt circle in addition to the girth. George says that there is not. 
 
Moss says that he has proportional concerns. 
 
Indovina clarifies that these will be guidelines that, if adopted, will be applied to anyone wishing 
to install one of these items. Guerra confirms this, and says that if anyone applies with anything 
that does not fit these standards, that project will come to Art Commission.  
 
George says that at his next presentation, he can bring in an actual shell to show what the 
equipment actually looks like.  
 
Ricks asks if anything is happening in the state houses around these.  
 
Alex Pazuchanics (in audience – Assistant Director for Planning, Policy, and Permitting, DOMI) 
states that there is a national conversation relating to local jurisdiction. George mentions the state 
of Tennessee giving mobile carriers the right to place equipment in any way on municipal assets. 
Pazuchanics mentions an active piece of legislation in Pennsylvania relating to municipalities 
subsidizing these installations. 
 
Ricks sums this up as being able to articulate what will do the least harm without unduly limiting 
the industry’s ability to deliver this service, which could lead to state-level legislation to restrict the 
extent to which municipalities could restrict the installations. 
 
Ricks asks if these are already installed, and George says that in Pittsburgh the combination 
example is not installed yet, but it is in other cities. 
 
Luckett asks if there is a way to move away from top-mounted equipment. George says that there 
is, but that everyone would want to do this, and it would lead to the Art Commission needing to 
approve each installation on an individual basis. Luckett asks why it is popular, and George says 
it is easier to maintain and removes the large box from the side of the pole. 
 
Indovina says the fully integrated ones are more steamlined, and asks if there is a way to require 
new poles. George says this is significantly more expensive and there would be significant 
pushback.  
 
Moss asks if there is an example of a top-mounted one, and George says not that he knows of in 
Pittsburgh. 
 
Heidemann asks if he benchmarked against other cities that are known for their thoughtfulness 
for design, and George says only cities in the U.S., such as Chicago, Nashville, and Las Vegas. 
Indovina asks for some documentation of this, and George says he can provide this. 
 
Goulatia asks what the disadvantage is if they do not approve the top-mounted equipment, and 
George says that he believes they will see them as individual applications in that case. 
 
MOTION: Conceptual Approval  
 
MOVED BY        Moss                    
SECONDED BY    Goulatia  
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IN FAVOR      All  
OPPOSED     None  
         
CARRIED 
 
 
 
D.  Staff Report 
 
Guerra states that she met with the Mayor and spoke to him about creating RFPs and the 
problems that the Public Art and Civic Design Division is running into with them. PA+CD worked 
with Law and OMB to create a new format for RFPs for artists which has now been adopted. 
 
She also discussed Chapter 175 of the code, which includes vague language especially 
regarding the 1% for art. PA+CD is working with Law to change the language and if it gets 
adopted, we can then match the bylaws.  
 
Guerra states that PA+CD also completed a Bloomberg Grant for public art. 
 
Guerra says that the Stephen Foster statue is being removed the following morning, and it will 
go into DPW storage. 
 
She adds that the Carrick Artist-Designed Intersection has been completed.  
 
She says that additionally, the Statements of Financial Interest are due from the 
Commissioners. 
 
Guerra says that she and Cavalline will be at the Stephen Foster removal to document 
everything and respond to the media accordingly. 
 
Goulatia asks about the talk about what will replace the statue. 
 
Guerra says that is the Mayor’s Task Force, who is currently running meetings in different 
neighborhoods to collect opinions about who to honor in a new statue. 
 
Goulatia asks if they have considered alternatives to simply replacing this statue with another 
statue, which is concerning. Moss agrees. 
 
Guerra says that she has raised those concerns, but this is a Mayor’s Initiative. She points out 
that when the statue comes before Art Commission, it is their purview to approve or deny it. 
 
 
 
Meeting Adjourned 


